
MORE OR LESS CARVED IN STONE, 2018

A video mainly based on text and sound with laptop-selfie-videos.

https://vimeo.com/289067589

Videoprojection with variable size, here on a wall of metal, 500x320 cm
Video, HD, 3.08 min, Loop
installation view #244, 2018, 2025 ev./Aktion, Hamburg



RUMPF UND PLASTIK (TORSO AND SCULPTURE), 2018

Digital photomontages are showing fragments of body parts merged with sculptures. The rhymes are about a fictitious working process.

artist book, dummy, release in 2019
digital print on recycling paper, 52 pages
21x14,5 cm

Aus dem Bauch heraus
Gesichter geformt und gegossen,
über’s Ziel hinausgeschossen.

Frankenstein geschaut.
Schwarze Schminke geklaut.
Skulpturen gebaut.

In das Werk übergesprungen,
Somewhere over the rainbow gesungen.

Versteinert leben.
Widerspruch: eben.

(From the gut
Faces shaped and cast,
Overshot the mark.  

Watched Frankenstein.    
Nicked black paint.  
Had Sculptures made.

Jumped into the work,
Sung Somewhere over the Rainbow. 

Living petrified. 
Contradiction: right.)

Excerpt Rumpf und Plastik (torso and 
sculpture), artist book, 2018
Translation: Ingo J. Biermann



RUMPF UND PLASTIK (TORSO AND SCULPTURE), 2015

Series of 20, pigment prints
each 7,5 x 11,7 cm
installation view 12 issues, 2016, B2, Leipzig



STIRNSTEINLIED (FOREHEADSTONESONG), 2018

Series of 23 sculptures (plaster, latex, plasticine, wax, hair)
different sizes
installation view studio

Saying goodbye, Mariechen’s daughters then 
gave Anita a stone they had knocked out of 
the wall of the house, something their moth-
er had, as Anita had observed, encouraged 
them to do the previous day. When Anita had 
arrived back in her courtyard, she stuck the 
stone into the wall, went up to the apartment, 
pulled out the stamp pad, put her forehead 
into it, rolled it to the left and to the right a 
few times, went back into the courtyard and 
pressed her forehead against the wall.

Text: Sophie Aigner
Translation: Ingo J. Biermann
Exhibition text Stirnsteinlied Reloaded 
(Foreheadstonesong Reloaded)
2018, hinterconti, Hamburg



STIRNSTEINLIED (FOREHEADSTONESONG), 2018

plaster cast, 25x16x4 cm
from a series of 23 sculptures (plaster, latex, plasticine, wax, hair)
installation view Stirnsteinlied reloaded, 2018, hinterconti, Hamburg



STIRNSTEINLIED (FOREHEADSTONESONG), 2018

left: pigmentprint, 20x13 cm, right: digital print with oil pastel 40x20 cm
installation view Stirnsteinlied reloaded, 2018, hinterconti, Hamburg



STIRNSTEINLIED (FOREHEADSTONESONG), 2018

site specific intervention, plasticine on stickers and tags 
with a total amount of about 70 pieces, dimensions variable
installation view Stirnsteinlied reloaded, 2018, hinterconti, Hamburg



STIRNSTEINLIED (FOREHEADSTONESONG), 2018

site specific intervention, plasticine on stickers and tags 
with a total amount of about 70 pieces, dimensions variable
installation view Stirnsteinlied reloaded, 2018, hinterconti, Hamburg



[...] We give it a go, Niina and I. I take 
a fragment of mouth with chin. An open 
mouth; I push my hand through the open 
mouth. In ways, it is a very intimate act. A 
person as a frame; framing a piece. Sophie 
says: perform with stuff. [...] Sophie talks 
about how she makes imprints of her body 
in a variety of material. The presence of 
the body. Traces become an image. Wasn’t 
Sophie once in Pompeii? Didn’t she make a 
project there? And did she not tell me about 
plaster casts of bodies? Bodies enthralled in 
the moment of volcanic eruption? [...] Stone, 
plaster – the fleeting, the flowing, starkly 
alleged through the choice of material. A 
fugitive body, the traces of a figure imprinted 
in plaster. And repeatedly: foil, glass, latex, 
transparencies – something sloppy, some-
thing solid. [...] 

Sophie keeps talking about the living body in 
contrast to the imprints. At what point is the 
body alive and when does it metamorphose 
into material? Somehow it is a consistent and 
logical next step to work using performances 
with people. Living bodies featuring traces 
of bodies, dead objects. Sophie’s artworks 
already have something of the performative 
about them; they might also be seen as the 
remnants of performances, at least a wee bit. 
[...]

Text: Kathrin Sohn 
Translation: Catriona Shaw
Exhibition text Ich bin da.
2017, HilbertRaum, Berlin

ICH BIN DA. (I AM HERE.), 2017

Installation of sculptures (plaster, foil, ceramics, textiles, tape), drawings (laquer, spray paint, oil pastel, graphite), clothes
a total amount of 60 pieces with different sizes, 
total dimension of the installation variable
installation view Ich bin da, 2017, HilbertRaum, Berlin



ICH BIN DA. (I AM HERE.), 2017

Installation of sculptures (plaster, foil, ceramics, textiles, tape), drawings (laquer, spray paint, oil pastel, graphite), clothes
a total amount of 60 pieces with different sizes, these ones from left to right: 58x48x5 cm, 77x50x4 cm, 33x26x2,5 cm
total dimension of the installation variable
installation view Ich bin da, 2017, HilbertRaum, Berlin



ICH BIN DA. (I AM HERE.), 2017

Installation of sculptures (plaster, foil, ceramics, textiles, tape), drawings (laquer, spray paint, oil pastel, graphite), clothes
a total amount of 60 pieces with different sizes, these ones from left to right: 30x12x2,5 cm, 50x40x9 cm
total dimension of the installation variable
installation view Ich bin da, 2017, HilbertRaum, Berlin



ICH BIN DA. (I AM HERE.), 2017

performance: sitting performers are holding various drawings of faces, trying to imitate them 
duration: 8 x 15 min, performers: Lucia Krug, Nina de Ludemann
performance “Ich bin da”, HilbertRaum, Berlin, 2017

ICH BIN DA. (I AM HERE.), 2017

drawings, series of 15, oil pastel, graphite, ball-pen
2 different sizes: 32 x 26 cm, 48,5 x 41,5 cm 



PELLTATTOOS (PEELTATTOOS), 2016

Series of 16, photocopy transfer on latex
different sizes
installation view Materialeffekte – 6th Marianne Brandt Wettbewerb, 2016, Industriemuseum Chemnitz

It was one of the fundamental notions of the 
ancient alchemists that any experimentation 
with materials should not only be seen as a 
practical but also as a symbolic activity; that 
any knowledge entails more than the practi-
cal benefit directly associated with it. In their 
opinion: In order to understand how matter 
can itself form or be formed, one must first 
observe the elements thoroughly, in nature 
and in humans themselves. […] 

From a contemporary point of view this no-
tion – simultaneously a technical and philo-
sophical grasp of material – seems to be an 
artistic one as well and remains fascinating 
to this day: Sophie Aigner, for example, who 
with her Pelltattoos (peeltattoos) currently 
pursues metaphorical studies of human ma-
teriality by embedding photographs of eye 
sections, lip contours, or nostrils into amor-
phous latex tissue, thus conveying a similar 
quest for knowledge.

Text: Linda Pense
Translation: Ingo J. Biermann
Magazine text Designer als Neo-Alchemisten 
(Designer as Neo-Alchemists), in: 
Bauhaus Magazin No.9, Substanz
ISBN 978-3-95905-157-6, Ed. Stiftung Bau-
haus Dessau, Claudia Perren, Verlag Spector 
Books Leipzig, 2017



PELLTATTOOS (PEELTATTOOS), 2016

Series of 16, photocopy transfer on latex 
different sizes, these ones from left to right 18x13x1 cm, 13x11x2 cm
installation view Materialeffekte – 6th Marianne Brandt Wettbewerb, 2016, Industriemuseum Chemnitz



PELLTATTOOS (PEELTATTOOS), 2016

Series of 16, photocopy transfer on latex 
different sizes, this one 28x20x0,5 cm
installation view Materialeffekte – 6th Marianne Brandt Wettbewerb, 2016, Industriemuseum Chemnitz



Sophie Aigners Pelltattoos form faces that 
are only partially recognizable as such. They 
peel from and out of the plaster, remain frag-
mentary, not identifiable. The color of the 
plaster melts into the whiteness of the wall, 
which makes the objects become part of the 
room. [...] The appearance of their visual 
surfaces remains ephemeral and unseizable, 
mediating a visual presence without being 
completely present. [...]

Text and translation: Bettina Lockemann
Exhibition text gerade eben da, 2017, Loris 
Berlin

PELLTATTOOS (PEELTATTOOS), 2016 

Series of 4, plaster relief with pigmentprints, oil pastel, graphite and spraypaint
different sizes, each around 22x33x2,5 cm
installation view Gerade eben da, 2017, Loris, Berlin



[...] In Sophie Aigner’s photography Falt- 
und Lehntattoos an internal temporality can 
be discerned, a dramaturgy resulting from 
the pictorial composition: at first a destroyed 
stairwell can be recognized, or rather the 
image of a destroyed stairwell interrupted 
by an incision which opens up a vista onto 
an abstract crack of turquoise-colored fabric 
– quite reminding of a crotch agape. With 
the regard wandering further, down to the 
picture’s lower edge, all of a sudden the 
pictorial planes shift: the seemingly abstract 
textile backdrop proves to be an actual and 
very concrete crotch, a closed one the pho-
tograph of the destroyed stairwell is super-
imposed on. Strangely intimate this moment 
is when the picture suddenly turns and the 
crotch sensed in abstraction unexpectedly 
becomes concrete: her own crotch the artist 
photographed from her point of view. [...]

[...] In both pictures the photographer’s 
body is presented as something eventually 
incomprehensible to them, and out of reach. 
In Falt- und Lehntattoos by way of the ruin 
an aspect of existential unrest is added, a 
rearing resignation. Perhaps it is also some 
fatalism of the body casting (behind) a mel-
ancholy glance upon the origin of the world.

Text: Nick Koppenhagen
Translation:Jimmy Button
Exhibition text Where the snot flows out it 
will flow back into 2015, Loris, Berlin

FALT- UND LEHNTATTOOS (FOLD- AND LEANTATTOOS), 2013/16

Series of 13
pigmentprints, each 13x20 cm
installation view One month – after the materialization, 2016, Temporary Gallery, Köln



FALT- UND LEHNTATTOOS (FOLD- AND LEANTATTOOS), 2013/16

Series of 13
pigmentprints, each 13x20 cm
installation view One month – after the materialization, 2016, Temporary Gallery, Köln



FALT- UND LEHNTATTOO (FOLD- AND LEANTATTOO), 2015 

print on glass, plaster relief with textile inlays
80x50x16 cm
installation view Absolventenausstellung, 2015, HfBK Hamburg



WER WIRD DENN WEINEN (WHO`S GONNA CRY), 2015

A single voice is singing the line „Wer wird denn weinen“ (Who`s gonna cry) and generates a canon for three voices.

https://vimeo.com/126856120

Audioinstallation, variable dimension
Sound, 1.10 min, Loop
mp3-player hanging down from speaker, speaker hanging down from the ceiling on cut wire
installation views: left Absolventenausstellung, 2015, HfBK Hamburg
right through the window, with painted words Wo der Rotz rausfließt, da fließt er auch wieder hinein (Where the snot flows out it will flow back into), 2015, Loris, Berlin



GEILWUT (LUST FOR ANGER), 2013

https://vimeo.com/147837954

Videoprojection, variable dimension 
Here on a box out of canvas, as a 2-channel version with a size of 60x40 cm
Video 0.47 min. Loop
installation view Neuordnung \ Auflösung, 2015, D21 Kunstraum, Leipzig

The use of devices connected to networks 
and the capturing and processing of the 
world as data that goes along with it, splits 
society into small, computable entities. [...] 
The economies and ideologies that are being 
materialised through the use of interfaces 
and digital tools however remain invisible 
– hidden behind the surface of transpar-
ency and user-friendliness. [...] In the work 
Geilwut (lust for anger) by Sophie Aigner, 
the body is fragmented and represented by 
various media and offset parts of technology 
in a loop, in an unchanging mode of reac-
tion–action.

Text: Lena Brüggemann
Translation: Ingo J. Biermann
Exhibition text Auflösung \ Neuordnung, 
(Dissolution \ Reorganisation) 
2015, Kunstraum D21, Leipzig



IMMER SO (ALWAYS LIKE THAT), 2014

https://vimeo.com/83528791

Videoprojection, variable dimension
Here on a wooden panel with a size of 90x70 cm
Video 3.30 min, Loop
Installation view Index 14 – Berenberg prize for young art, 2014, Kunsthaus, Hamburg

[...] Taking photographic material as a start-
ing point, Sophie Aigner works with means 
of reproduction, variation, remix, sampling 
and displacement. [...] Wearing a self-knitted 
sweater, the artist presents the upside-down 
photograph of a woman to the camera, 
repeatedly and abruptly breaking out into 
hysterical laughter. In another loop, she is 
tinkering with a motherboard, the processor 
board of a computer freed from its case. [...] 
This awareness of everyday hardship and the 
potential for failure is expressed in repeti-
tive, seemingly pointless actions. [...] The 
individual has to come up with new, clever 
solutions every day in order to meet the 
demands of a social norm oriented towards 
productivity, speed, performance and favour. 
And above all this the question is: Does a 
human being have a free will at all? […]

Text: Nicole Büsing and Heiko Klass
Translation: Ingo J. Biermann
Catalogue text Index 14 – Berenberg Preis 
für junge Kunst (Index 14 – Berenberg Prize 
for young art)
2014, Ed. Galerie Conradi



IMMER SO (ALWAYS LIKE THAT), 2014

The re-enacting of a continuous laughing or rather the continuous re-enacting of the same amount of syllables: a ha ha ha ha ha, ha ha ha

https://store.blooha.net/track/immer-so

There are two versions of the work:
version 1: Vinyl Dubplate 7 inch, 33pm, 04.47 min, edition of 4, 2014, presented on a vinyl player with a loop-function
installation view Unterwegs nach dem Mehr, 2014, D21 Kunstraum , Leipzig
version 2: Analogue tape, 02.01 min, on the compilation Sie hören Stimmen, total length 36.17 min., 2014, published by bloody hands, Hamburg



ICHHABEKEINENZWEIFELWENNDUMIRSAGSTDASSDUKEINENZWEIFELHAST (IDONTHAVEANYDOUBTSIFYOUTELLMETHATYOUHAVENODOUBTASWELL), 2013

Artist book, publisher TBooks Cologne, edition of 30
digital print on recycling paper, 64 pages, 14,5x21 cm

...With her work IchhabekeinenZweifel-
wenndumirsagstdaßdukeinenZweifelhast 
(Idonthaveanydoubtsifyoutellmethatyou-
havenodoubtaswell) which is already visible 
in extracts on the four covers of this issue, 
Sophie Aigner illustrates that reading and 
understanding are defined by a “longue 
durée”, by memory and recollection. [...] 
Yet this work addresses more than just one 
sentence. In the superimposition of symbol 
(letter) and gesture in the image (“Victory”) 
we are confronted with a “noise” that pro-
duces a peculiar experience of reading and 
seeing. The reception of this work becomes 
a reflexive sensation when we pause to recall 
the preceding letter – for only then does the 
meaning of the sentence emerge. But read-
ing wants to tip over into seeing, when we 
are poised to leave the foreground (letter) in 
order to sink into the background (image). 
What is essential here, and what is peripher-
al? The front or the back? Symbol or image?

Text: Eva Frey and Frederik Rettberg
Translation: Ingo J. Biermann
Magazine text Die Nadel - Peripherie, Kul-
turwissenschaftliche Zeitschrift für Kunst & 
Medien (Die Nadel - Peripherie, Journal of 
Cultural Studies for Art & Media)
Ausgabe 01|02 2013, Leuphana Universität 
Lüneburg, ISSN 2195-9943



ICHHABEKEINENZWEIFELWENNDUMIRSAGSTDASSDUKEINENZWEIFELHAST (IDONTHAVEANYDOUBTSIFYOUTELLMETHATYOUHAVENODOUBTASWELL), 2013

digital print on affiche paper, 56 sheets à 21x14,5 cm
installation view Index 14 – Kunstpreis Berenberg Prize, 2014, Kunsthaus, Hamburg

[...] In her artistic book project Ichha-
bekeinenZweifelwenndumirsagstdaßduke-
inenZweifelhast (Idonthaveanydoubtsify-
outellmethatyouhavenodoubtaswell) artist 
Sophie Aigner has paired each letter of the 
title with found footage photographs of 
people of different ages and backgrounds, 
all of whom perform the “victory” hand 
gesture. This gesture symbolises confidence, 
a sentiment diametrically opposed to doubt. 
In combination with the text, the contents 
of which can only be grasped through a 
complete overview of the illustrations or a 
flip-book-like leafing through of the book, 
a trace of doubt is put into the cheerful 
façade of the photographs. In the course of 
this, the title of the work can also be un-
derstood in two ways: I do not doubt your 
doubtlessness, or rather: your doubtlessness 
causes the elimination of all my doubts. 
Since doubt, however, is a prerequisite of 
the mental and reflected creative work, the 
assumption of an eradication of all doubts 
can be doubted and thus keeps the work in 
an uneasy limbo. 

Text: Anne Brannys
Translation: Ingo J. Biermann
Text from the PhD Eine Enzyklopädie des 
Zarten (An Encyclopedia of the Delicate) 
2017, Frankfurter Verlagsanstalt, ISBN 
9783627002442



all rights for images belong to Sophie Aigner 
with the exception of:
page 3_Ruth Hommelsheim
page 18_temporary gallery, Köln
page 21_Kunstraum d21, Leipzig

Sophie Aigner, 10/2018


